Communication between the amygdala and other brain regions critically regulates sensitivity to threat, which has been associated with risk for mood and affective disorders. The extent to which these neural pathways are genetically determined or correlate with risk-related personality measures is not fully understood. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we evaluated independent and interactive effects of the 5-HTTLPR genotype and neuroticism on amygdala functional connectivity during an emotional faces paradigm in 76 healthy individuals. Functional connectivity between left amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and between both amygdalae and a cluster including posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus and visual cortex was significantly increased in 5-HTTLPR S' allele carriers relative to L A L A individuals. Neuroticism was negatively correlated with functional connectivity between right amygdala and mPFC and visual cortex, and between both amygdalae and left lateral orbitofrontal (lOFC) and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC).
Introduction
, subsequent studies and meta-analyses suggest main effects account for less than 1% of the variation in this measure (Murphy et al., 2013; Bastiaansen et al., 2014) . However, given the distributed communication between the amygdala and other brain regions, going beyond reactivity and evaluating 5-HTTLPR effects on measures of amygdala functional connectivity (i.e., measures of correlated brain activity) may provide complementary insight into its effects on brain function and related risk (Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009; Rowe, 2010) . In line with this, studies have investigated functional connectivity between amygdala and prefrontal areas and reported that the S allele predicted decreased amygdala-perigenual ACC functional coupling (Pezawas et al., 2005) and increased amygdala-ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) functional coupling (Heinz et al., 2005; Friedel et al., 2009) . Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) is a functional connectivity approach that models task-dependent variation in functional connectivity, which is intriguing considering evidence for differential effects of negative and neutral emotional faces on amygdala and mPFC reactivity (Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Etkin et al., 2011) . However, there is a limited understanding about 5-HTTLPR effects on emotional face dependent amygdalaprefrontal functional connectivity in healthy adults and less known about functional connectivity with other brain regions. Thus, an evaluation of these effects would shed light on neurobiological mechanisms shaped by 5-HTTLPR genotype.
The personality trait neuroticism is strongly associated with increased risk for depression (Kendler et al., 2006; Kotov et al., 2010; Klein et al., 2011) , increased rumination (Roberts, 1998) , maladaptive coping strategies and increased vulnerability following stressful events (Cimbolic Gunthert et al., 1999; Campbell-Sills et al., 2006; Shoji et al., 2010) . A recent study reported that 5-HTTLPR moderated the association between neuroticism and vulnerability to SLE (Markus, 2013) .
High neuroticism S'S' individuals exhibited increased vulnerability, illuminating potential interactive effects of 5-HTTLPR and neuroticism on psychological vulnerability. In the context of by guest on November 8, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from neuroimaging, one previous fMRI study investigated associations between neuroticism and threatrelated amygdala functional connectivity and reported a negative and positive association with mPFC/ACC and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), respectively (Cremers et al., 2010) .
However, no study has evaluated the relation between threat-related amygdala functional connectivity and neuroticism in the context of 5-HTTLPR genotype.
Within the current study we sought to further characterize effects of 5-HTTLPR genotype and neuroticism on the engagement of amygdala-related neural pathways in response to threatrelated stimuli within a cohort of 76 healthy individuals. Furthermore, by evaluating the extent to which associations with neuroticism depended on genotype, we aimed to identify functional circuits related to characteristics that have been tied to vulnerability to SLE (i.e., S'S' genotype and high neuroticism). Due to the posited importance of the amygdala-prefrontal circuit, we first evaluated effects of genotype on threat-related connectivity within this region. We then conducted wholebrain analyses to identify distributed networks of amygdala communication associated with 5-HTTLPR genotype and neuroticism. 
Methods

Participants
Data from 76 healthy participants (mean±s.d. age: 25.63±5.23, 9 females), pooled from a crosssection of studies, were included in the present study. All participants completed the same MRI scan session and related questionnaires. Participants were recruited from the Copenhagen region via online advertisements for research projects approved by the Ethics Committee of Copenhagen and Frederiksberg, Denmark (H-1-2010-091, amendments: 28633, 30043; H-1-2010-085, amendments 28641, 33540; (KF)01-2006-20, amendment: 23504, 23830) . Inclusion criteria included: 1) 18-50 years of age, 2) no present or past psychiatric or neurological illness, 3) no present or past substance or alcohol abuse, 4) normal physical examination and blood screening results. Informed consent was obtained prior to study participation. All participants had structural MR-images free from abnormalities. Neuroimaging data from the present study have been included in previously published studies (Fisher et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2015a; Fisher et al., 2015b) .
Personality Assessment
Participants completed the Danish version of NEO Personality Inventory Revised (NEO-PI-R) selfreport personality questionnaire (Costa and McCrae, 1992; Skovdahl-Hansen et al., 2004) . NEO-PI-exonuclease allelic discrimination assay (Assay-on-Demand, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California). The ABI 7500 multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) device (Applied Biosystems) was used for this analysis. Genotyping of the rs25531 A/G single nucleotide polymorphism for determination of "triallelic" 5-HTTLPR status (i.e., L A , L G and S) was determined by PCR amplification from the forward primer 5'-GGCGTTGCCGCTCTGAATGC-3' and reverse primer 5'-GAGGGACTGAGCTGGACAACCAC-3'. The fragments were then digested by the restriction enzyme MspI and separated by gel electrophoresis.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Acquisition
Participants underwent a scan session in a 3T-Trio MRI scanner using an eight-channel head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) as described in Grady et al. (2013) ; Fisher et al. (2014) . Blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance images (fMRI) images were acquired using a T2*-weighted gradient-echo planar imaging sequence (repetition time = 2500 msec, echo time = 26 msec, flip angle = 76°, in-plane matrix = 64 × 64, in-plane resolution = 3 × 3 mm, number of slices within a whole-brain volume = 41, slice thickness = 3 mm, gap = 0.75 mm).
Image acquisition was optimized for signal recovery within orbital frontal cortex by tilting slice orientation from a transverse toward a coronal orientation by approximately 30°, and by using a preparation gradient pulse (Deichmann et al., 2003) . A total of 312 whole-brain volumes (156 per run) were acquired for each scan session. A high-resolution T1-weighted whole-brain threedimensional structural magnetic resonance scan was also acquired using a spin-echo sequence, 
Emotional Faces Paradigm
During the fMRI scan session, participants completed a gender matching task on blocks of either fearful, angry or neutral faces from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces database (Lundqvist et al., 1998) . The task consisted of two runs, totaling 32 blocks of neutral faces, 16 blocks of angry faces and 16 blocks of fearful faces. Stimulus presentations and response recordings were performed using E-prime (Psychological Software Tools, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). For further task description, see Grady et al. (2013) ; Hornboll et al. (2013) ; Fisher et al. (2014) .
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Data Analysis
Functional images were pre-processed in SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), including realignment of functional images to a subject-specific mean functional image and co-registeration with the high-resolution T1-weighted structural image. Functional images were normalized into a standard space (MNI space) based on normalization of the T1-weighted structural image determined using VBM5 (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/vbm5-for-spm5/) and smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel. Smoothed functional images were included in single subject general linear models (GLM) including task conditions (i.e., fear, angry and neutral faces) and regressors accounting for head movement, heart beat and respiration. We employed a canonical hemodynamic response function to estimate task condition effects (i.e., beta images), which were used to construct contrast images for our effect of interest (i.e., aversive (fear & angry) vs. neutral faces) (Hornboll et al., 2013; Fisher et al., 2014) . These contrast images were entered into second-level design matrices to determine main effects of task.
Psychophysiological interaction analysis
We evaluated task-dependent variation in functional connectivity using a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al., 1997; O'Reilly et al., 2012) . A PPI effect can be interpreted such that reactivity in a seed region contributes to the reactivity in another region depending on the experimental condition. We defined a left and right amygdala seed (119 and 107 voxels, respectively) based on the functional response to task across all participants within an amygdala ROI defined using the WFU Pickatlas, version 3.0.3 (Maldjian et al., 2003) . We created single subject PPI models for estimating threat-related functional connectivity using the generalized PPI (gPPI) toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/gppi) implemented in SPM8. Generalized PPI is a specific implementation of PPI, which allows for estimating connectivity for more than two experimental conditions (McLaren et al., 2012; Cisler et al., 2014) . We created independent PPI models for each participant, for each amygdala seed. Single subject PPI GLMs were generated by first extracting the mean time series across voxels within a seed for each participant. The time series was then deconvolved to estimate neural activity and create a separate interaction term between the deconvolved time series and each task condition, which was subsequently reconvolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (Gitelman et al., 2003) . The seed time series and three reconvolved interaction terms were entered into a single subject PPI GLM including task conditions and regressors as described above. Threat-related differences in functional connectivity were determined by contrasting task-specific beta estimates for respective task-specific interaction terms (i.e., aversive vs. neutral faces). These contrast images were then entered into second-level design matrices to determine main effects of functional connectivity and associations with variables of interest (i.e., neuroticism and 5-HTTLPR status).
Data analysis
Group-level main effects of task reactivity and PPI were evaluated in SPM8. Two regions of interest were defined using the WFU Pickatlas: a bilateral amygdala ROI and an ACC/mPFC (Brodmann areas 24, 25 and 32, 3D dilation = 1) ROI, which shares direct anatomical connections with the amygdala (Pandya et al., 1981; Barbas, 1995; Ongur and Price, 2000) . Main effects of neuroticism and 5-HTTLPR (S' carriers vs. L A L A ) on reactivity and functional connectivity were evaluated in group level GLMs, including age and sex as covariates. Where statistically significant associations were observed, we extracted mean functional connectivity estimates from those regions for further analysis and visualization. Extracted estimates were evaluated in linear regression models within the statistical package R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013) . Genotype-byneuroticism interaction effects were tested on these extracted estimates within linear regression models. A significance threshold of q < 0.05, false-discovery rate corrected, was applied to this set of interaction analyses to control type-I error (Benjamini and Hochberg, 2005) .
To account for the issue of multiple comparisons with voxel-level analyses, 3dClustSim, a program using a Monte Carlo simulation method within the AFNI neuroimaging software package (http://www.afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/), was used to calculate a cluster size unlikely to occur by chance (α<0.05) at an uncorrected voxel-level threshold of p<0.01. The cluster extent thresholds required for amygdala, ACC/mPFC and whole-brain search volume were 12, 196 and 555 voxels respectively.
As a post hoc analysis, we evaluated functional connectivity estimates from our data within ROIs previously associated with 5-HTTLPR genotype (Heinz et al., 2005; Pezawas et al., 2005; Friedel et al., 2009) and neuroticism (Cremers et al., 2010) . We extracted mean functional connectivity estimates from a 10 mm radius sphere centered on previously reported peak voxel coordinates.
Results
Demographic information is detailed within Table 1 . The personality measure neuroticism did not differ between 5-HTTLPR genotype groups (p = 0.858). Neuroticism scores were similar to those reported within a normative population of young Danish men (Skovdahl-Hansen et al., 2004) .
There was an overrepresentation of men, 5-HTTLPR L A L A and S'S' individuals, reflecting sex-and genotype-specific recruitment criteria for the studies from which data were drawn.
Main effects of threat-related reactivity and functional connectivity
Reactivity was statistically significantly increased during aversive versus neutral faces within our amygdala ROI (left amygdala: [-28, -4, -18 ], z = 6.16, k = 119 voxels, p<0.05, corrected; right amygdala: [30, -2, -20], z = 7.01, k = 107 voxels, p<0.05, corrected). We observed distributed whole-brain task-related reactivity including increased response to aversive faces in visual cortex, fusiform gyrus and amygdala (Supplementary Material, Table 1 ). We did not observe a statistically significant main effect of amygdala PPI (i.e., amygdala functional connectivity during aversive faces was not statistically different from functional connectivity during neutral faces).
5-HTTLPR, reactivity and threat-related functional connectivity
We did not observe any statistically significant associations between mean extracted reactivity Regarding amygdala PPI, we observed a cluster within our a priori mPFC ROI, wherein S' carriers showed statistically significantly greater left amygdala functional connectivity ([-8, 40 , 0], z = 3.23, k = 284 voxels, p<0.05, corrected; Table 2 ). This effect was not statistically significant within our mPFC ROI for right amygdala functional connectivity.
A whole-brain analysis revealed statistically significantly greater left amygdala functional connectivity in S' carriers with a region including the previously described mPFC/ACC cluster, extending into vmPFC ([-12, 46, -18] Table 2 ).
5-HTTLPR-by-neuroticism effects on threat-related amygdala functional connectivity
We then evaluated the extent to which 5-HTTLPR genotype moderated the association between neuroticism and threat-related amygdala functional connectivity. Focusing on extracted functional connectivity estimates from the clusters in which we observed a significant effect of 5-HTTLPR or neuroticism, we observed a significant moderation effect on functional connectivity between both amygdalae and left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole (interaction effect on extracted cluster connectivity 
Post hoc comparison with previous studies
We compared our results with findings from previous studies investigating effects of 5-HTTLPR (Heinz et al., 2005; Pezawas et al., 2005; Friedel et al., 2009) and neuroticism (Cremers et al., 2010) on amygdala functional connectivity (Supplementary Material, Table 2 ). We observed that S' carriers had higher left amygdala PPI with a subgenual ACC region reported in Pezawas et al. (2005) . We observed a statistically significantly negative association between neuroticism and right amygdala PPI with one of two dmPFC regions reported by Cremers et al. (2010) to be positively correlated with neuroticism.
Discussion
In the present study, we evaluated associations of 5-HTTLPR genotype and neuroticism with amygdala reactivity and functional connectivity. Whereas we did not observe a significant effect of 5-HTTLPR genotype nor neuroticism on reactivity, we identified a cluster in mPFC/ACC with which left amygdala functional connectivity estimates were significantly increased in S' carriers relative to L A L A individuals during aversive (angry & fear) relative to neutral faces. A similar association was observed for functional connectivity between both amygdalae and medial posterior areas including precuneus, PCC and visual cortex. Regarding neuroticism, we observed a negative association with functional connectivity between right amygdala and regions within visual cortex, mPFC/ACC, dmPFC and right inferior parietal lobule. Further, a similar association was observed between both amygdalae and left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole. Interestingly, we observed a genotype-by-neuroticism interaction effect in left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole, such that neuroticism and functional connectivity were more negatively correlated in S' carriers relative to L A L A individuals. These intriguing findings further implicate the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and neuroticism in affective and social brain function and indicate that increased vulnerability in S' carriers and high neuroticism individuals may stem from variation in these distributed neural pathways.
5-HTTLPR S' carriers relative to L A L A individuals showed higher amygdala threat-related functional connectivity with mPFC/ACC. Previous studies have reported decreased and increased seemingly task-independent functional coupling in S carriers relative to LL individuals between the amygdala and ACC and ventromedial PFC, respectively (Heinz et al., 2005; Pezawas et al., 2005) .
The effect of 5-HTTLPR genotype on amygdala-prefrontal PPI that we observed includes subgenual ACC and vmPFC, which spatially overlaps the region described in Pezawas et al. (2005) , encompassing a circuit strongly implicated in fear-related behavior and mood and affective disorders (LeDoux, 2000; Mayberg, 2003) . Thus, our findings reinforce a role for this polymorphism in shaping threat-related corticolimbic circuit function. Although our post hoc analyses did not demonstrate clear genotype effects within previously described regions, we express caution in directly comparing these effects because of methodological differences in how functional connectivity was determined. Our findings suggest that S' carriers are shifted toward heightened engagement of this amygdala-mPFC circuit in response to threat-related stimuli, which is consistent with the S' allele being linked to increased sensitivity to negative environmental stimuli (PergaminHight et al., 2012) . Notably, the heightened connectivity of this circuit in S' carriers may not be a risk factor on its own, but instead dependent on personality traits (e.g., neuroticism) and environment (e.g., SLE) (Markus, 2013) . Our findings reinforce this circuit as a key neural pathway affected by 5-HTTLPR genotype.
More broadly, the amygdala plays a central role in orchestrating cortical processing of salient environmental stimuli, including visual cortices with which it shares direct anatomical projections (Iwai and Yukie, 1987; Amaral et al., 2003; Price, 2003; Vuilleumier, 2005; Pessoa and Adolphs, 2010; Pourtois et al., 2013) . This motivated our whole-brain analysis of amygdala functional connectivity, which is relatively less well studied. We found that S' carriers showed increased engagement of these pathways including greater bilateral amygdala connectivity with visual cortices, including parts of fusiform gyrus, a key face-processing brain region (Haxby et al., 2000) . This suggests that heightened communication between amygdala and visual areas in response to socially relevant facial expressions may be an important neurobiological mechanism by guest on November 8, 2016
http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from affected by 5-HTTLPR genotype (Surguladze et al., 2008; Pergamin-Hight et al., 2012) . We hypothesize that these genetically driven biases in distributed amygdala communication capture relevant neurobiological mechanisms through which 5-HTTLPR genotype can affect risk for neuropsychiatric illness.
We found that neuroticism was negatively associated with functional connectivity between both right and left amygdala seeds and left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole. Additionally, neuroticism was negatively associated with functional connectivity between right amygdala and early visual areas, dmPFC and a region in the right inferior parietal lobule, including BA 40, a region found to habituate in response to repeatedly presented faces (Feinstein et al., 2002) . Lateral OFC/vlPFC, encompassing BA47/12, has been tied to social behaviour, including emotion regulation and reward-avoidance behaviour Rolls, 2003, 2004; Ochsner et al., 2004; Rolls, 2004; Lieberman et al., 2007; Beesdo et al., 2009) . Furthermore, lateral and posterior OFC share anatomical connections with the amygdala as well as visual areas, including BA 17, 18 and 19 (Amaral and Price, 1984; Barbas, 1988; Carmichael and Price, 1995) . In a clinical context, left lOFC/vlPFC is recruited less efficiently in MDD patients compared to healthy individuals (Greening et al., 2014) . Complementary to this, our investigation identified decreased amygdalaleft lOFC/vlPFC communication as correlated with neuroticism, further implicating this neural pathway in negative affect.
Our finding of a negative association between neuroticism and right amygdala-mPFC/ACC functional connectivity is consistent with a previously reported association (Cremers et al., 2010) . However, our post hoc analyses indicate that the mPFC/ACC regions wherein we observed a significant effect do not overlap those reported by Cremers and colleagues. These authors also reported a positive association with dmPFC. We did not observe this positive association, instead Table 2 ). Although it is possible that methodological differences may explain this discrepancy (e.g., Cremers and colleagues included relatively more females, employed an event-related gender-matching design and contrasted angry and fearful faces separately with neutral faces), it is not clear why these would contribute to differences in observed effects. Thus, our findings reinforce a negative association between neuroticism and amygdala functional connectivity with mPFC/ACC and extend this observation to include left lOFC/vlPFC. Further evaluation is necessary to better understand the association between neuroticism and amygdaladmPFC PPI.
Interestingly, we found that 5-HTTLPR genotype moderated the association between neuroticism and bilateral amygdala functional connectivity within left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole such that S' carriers with higher neuroticism scores had more negative functional connectivity relative to L A L A individuals. Although the S allele has been reported to be associated with anxiety related traits (Lesch et al., 1996; Schinka et al., 2004; Sen et al., 2004) , recent large studies have reported a non-significant association between 5-HTTLPR genotype and neuroticism-like traits, consistent with our sample Willis-Owen et al., 2005; Middeldorp et al., 2007; Munafo et al., 2009; Terracciano et al., 2009; Minelli et al., 2011) . Intriguingly, a recent study found that only in high neuroticism individuals did 5-HTTLPR genotype moderate the association between SLE and depressive symptoms (Markus, 2013) . In light of this, we speculate that decreased amygdala communication with left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole may represent an important neural pathway underlying related risk in the context of adverse life events.
There are important limitations to consider with our study. Although our PPI analysis implicates relevant distributed neural pathways, it cannot determine directionality of signalling. We did not observe a statistically significant main effect of functional connectivity (i.e., aversive vs. neutral faces), which is consistent with recent PPI studies (Cremers et al., 2010; Passamonti et al., 2012) . This observation emphasizes the need for fMRI paradigms that more effectively engage amygdala-prefrontal and other distributed circuits, as this would make more robust such functional connectivity analyses. Given this non-significant main effect and the inherently exploratory nature of voxel-level analyses, we cannot rule out that our observed significant effects are free of false positives. That notwithstanding, our observed 5-HTTLPR effect within our a priori mPFC ROI and additional associations within known visual, face and threat processing regions lend construct validity to our findings. For these reasons, it is important that other investigators seek to replicate our finding. Our study included mostly males, and future studies would help to more precisely determine potential sex-differences in these neural pathways. The effect size of the 5-HTTLPR on threat-related amygdala functional connectivity is not well known and made more difficult by multiple methods for determining connectivity. Despite our attempts to relate our findings with previous studies, these comparisons should be interpreted with caution and emphasize a difficulty in synthesizing findings across functional connectivity studies. A 5-HTTLPR effect on neuroticism could introduce collinearity into our model, as these were each predictors. However, the nearly identical mean neuroticism scores of the genotype groups suggest that this bias is unlikely to have affected our current analysis.
Conclusion
In summary, we observed independent and interactive effects of 5-HTTLPR genotype and neuroticism on threat-related amygdala functional connectivity within regions critically involved in threat processing, emotion regulation, and visual processing. These findings benefit our Individual functional connectivity estimates are adjusted for age, sex and 5-HTTLPR genotype. 180x86mm (300 x 300 DPI) Figure 3 . 5-HTTLPR moderates the association between neuroticism and amygdala functional connectivity with lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole. Left, statistical parametric map showing 1061 voxel cluster within which left amygdala functional connectivity was negatively associated with neuroticism. Middle, 5-HTTLPR significantly moderated this association such that it was more negative for S' carriers compared to LALA individuals. Right, a similar interaction effect was observed for right amygdala functional connectivity with the left lOFC/vlPFC/temporal pole cluster that was significantly negatively associated with neuroticism (i.e., 1674 voxel cluster noted in upper right parametric map in Figure 2 ). Color bar represents t-scores. Lines and shading represent best fit and 95% confidence intervals on respective regression lines. Points represent individual mean functional connectivity estimates from respective clusters, adjusted for age, sex and main effects of 5-HTTLPR and neuroticism. 180x54mm (300 x 300 DPI)
